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The Informational Content of Initial Public
Offerings
IAN GALE and JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ*
ABSTRACT
The ability of capital markets to distinguish firms of different value by the size of their
initial equity offerings is attenuated when insiders can sell equity more than once. A
model is developed in which there is price risk from holding equity between periods.
When the uncertainty is small, there must be pooling in the first period. When
uncertainty is large, the pooling equilibria dominate the separating equilibrium.
THE SIZE OF AN entrepreneur's initial public offering of equity can be informative.
This point was made in Leland and Pyle (1977) and Stiglitz (1982). An entrepre-
neur with a good project can signal the value of the project by his or her
willingness to retain equity. An implicit assumption of this analysis is that the
entrepreneur has only one opportunity to sell equity.
The assumption of a single sale is important since, once the entrepreneur has
signalled his or her project value by retaining equity, investors should be willing
to purchase the remaining equity. However, if entrepreneurs with bad projects
foresee this, they too may wish to retain equity initially and render themselves
indistinguishable from entrepreneurs with good projects.
The current paper develops a model with two trading periods to capture the
impact of having repeat sales of equity. There is a public offering in the first
period. Then the entrepreneur can make an open-market sale in the second
period. However, there is exogenous price risk, which makes it costly for the
entrepreneur to wait to sell. In this context the value of the entrepreneur's project
may not be revealed in the first period.
Retaining equity is not very costly when uncertainty is small, and there will
only be pooling equilibria in this case. In such a situation, no information is
revealed in the first period. When the level of uncertainty is great, there does
exist a separating equilibrium. However, the pooling equilibria Pareto-dominate
the separating equilibrium. Throughout the analysis the focus will be on Pareto-
optimal equilibria.
The idea that an informed agent can profitably trade over time has been
examined in related contexts. Kyle (1985) looked at the optimal trading strategy
for an insider whose sequence of purchases is hidden in the aggregate order flow.
In equilibrium, the insider's information is not completely incorporated into the
market price until the close of trading.
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Gale (1987) studies an informed hedger trading with competitive market
makers. Since a hedger can make several purchases, he or she does not reveal his
or her information with the first trade, even though the terms are public
knowledge. The hedging motive leads some hedgers to purchase at prices above
their estimate of expected value and thus keeps the market from breaking down.
After the current paper was completed, we became aware of two papers that
focus on the underpricing of initial public offerings. The idea of using underpric-
ing as a signal is that the willingness to "burn money" can be an indication that
one's firm is good.
In Welch (1989), firms must incur an operating cost which is value enhancing
for a good firm but simply an imitation cost for a bad firm. Three equilibria are
studied. In one equilibrium there is underpricing of equity by the good firm. If
the probability of detection is low, however, there is also an equilibrium in which
the two types pool and sell the same quantity in the first period.
Grinblatt and Hwang (1988) study the problem of firms trying to signal
expected return and variance simultaneously. Two signals are needed to com-
municate these two pieces of information. The degree of underpricing, in con-
junction with the amount of equity retained, signals project value.
In both of these papers there is positive probability that a low-value firm would
be detected after having imitated the high-value firm. The possibility that one's
attempt at imitation might be for naught may deter low-value firms from
imitating high-value firms. In the present paper, the costs borne in mimicking
can be undone in the second period.
This paper is organized as follows: Section I describes the model. Section II
analyzes the equilibria. The summary is in Section III.
I. The Model
A single entrepreneur has a project that he or she will choose whether to
undertake. The project has a total return given by
y = S -I- 2i -I- 22. (1)
The return is independent of the market (i.e., /3 = 0). The project takes on one
of two possible values: SH or s .^ If s = SH, we refer to the entrepreneur as a "high
type" or a "type H." For s = SL, the entrepreneur is a "low type" or a "type L."
The entrepreneur alone knows the value of s.
The noise terms li and 22 have zero means and are independent of s. These
shocks are idiosyncratic demand-side disturbances. We also assume that V > 0,
so limited liability will not be a concern.
The entrepreneur sees s at t = 0 and then decides whether to undertake the
project. The entrepreneur initially pays the capital cost K out of personal wealth
Wo and then seeks equity financing to reduce the exposure to risk. (If Wo < K,
or if there is a minimum amount of revenue that must be raised in the first
period, there will be a fioor on the initial sale. This alone could force the type H
to pool in the first period.)
The net present values of the two project types are assumed to be positive:
SH>SL> K. (2)
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The interest rate is assumed to be zero. Thus, both types of projects would be
undertaken in equilibrium since the entrepreneur could always tender all equity
in the first trading period for a price no lower than Si and get a net return of S/,
-K>0.
At t = I the entrepreneur has the opportunity to issue equity to risk-neutral
investors. After the sale the demand shock Zi is seen publicly. At t = 2 the
entrepreneur has an opportunity to sell more equity from personal holdings.
Then the signal 22 is seen and the value of the asset is revealed publicly at t = 3.
The entire return of the project is realized in period 3. The entrepreneur's
random gross return is
R = PiQi + P2q2 - V{1 - qi - 92), (3)
where qj is the quantity that the entrepreneur offers for sale in period ;, Pj is the
price paid, and 1 - qi - q2 is the amount of equity still held by the entrepreneur
entering period 3. Terminal wealth can therefore be written W = Wo — K + R.
The entrepreneur is risk averse and maximizes the expected utility of terminal
wealth. It is assumed that the utility function exhibits decreasing absolute risk
aversion. Expected utility is written as a function of the gross return: EU{R) =
EU{W- Wo + K).
If the entrepreneur is endowed with a high-value project, the equilibrium sales
are denoted Hi and H2. The low type's sales are Li and L2. In each of the two
periods the entrepreneur announces the quantity for sale, and investors then
respond simultaneously with their offered prices. The equity will be divided
evenly among all investors who offer the highest price whenever there is a tie.
The prices that investors offer are conditioned on their prior beliefs as to the
project's value and on the information that can be gleaned from the sizes of the
offerings of equity made by the entrepreneur. The initial beliefs are that s = SH
with probability WH and s = SL with probability COL. These prior beliefs are denoted
After a trade has taken place att = l, market makers revise their beliefs. These
new beliefs are written ir(gj). After a trade has taken place at t = 2, the beliefs
are written ir{qi, 92)- Once the investors are certain of the entrepreneur's type,
they do not subsequently revise their beliefs. Thus, if 7r(qi) = (1, 0), for example,
then 7r(<7i, 92) = (1, 0) also.
Signalling models explicitly or implicitly use a Bayesian-Nash equilibrium
solution concept. This requires first that beliefs about players' types be consistent.
In the present context the consistency requirement means that investors' beliefs
as to the entrepreneur's type must be updated using Bayes' rule applied to the
equilibrium strategies. For dynamic games one must also ensure that, for any
possible history of actions, the strategies are mutual best responses.
The equilibrium concept that will be used here is the sequential equilibrium of
Kreps and Wilson (1982). An equilibrium is characterized by strategies from
investors and the entrepreneur, and beliefs as to the entrepreneur's type, such
that the following conditions hold:
1. Each player's strategy is sequentially rational: starting from any possible
history of sales, the strategy maximizes that player's expected payoff, given
investors' beliefs and the strategies of all other players.
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2. The investors' beliefs as to the entrepreneur's type are consistent with
Bayes' rule applied to the strategy of the entrepreneur along the equilibrium
path.
The next section looks at the case where both project types have a positive net
present value. When the amount of uncertainty is small, there must be pooling
at t = 1 in equilibrium. When there is a large amount of uncertainty, there can
be both pooling and separation at t = 1. However, even when a separating
equilibrium exists, the high type strictly prefers to pool.
II. Equilibrium When Both Project Types Have a Positive Value
Some general results will be presented first. The pooling price p is defmed as the
expected value of the project before the first offering of equity is made. That is,
p = (>inSH + <^LSL- It can now be shown that an entrepreneur always receives a
price equal to the expected value of the project conditional on all publicly available
information.
LEMMA 1: // there is pooling at t = I, then the price paid is p. At t = 2, the price
is p + Zi. If the two types sell different quantities at t = I, the type j will receive a
price s/J = L,H.At t= 2, the typej will receive Sj -\- Zi if the two types sell different
quantities.
Proof: Suppose first that Li = Hi. It is clear that, if a price above p is offered,
then some investor is taking an expected loss. If the best price offered by investors
is below p, some investor will offer a marginally higher price and get all of the
equity. Thus, if the two types sell the same quantity in period 1, they must receive
the price p. Similarly, if L2 = H2 the price is p -I- 2i.
Now suppose that the two types sell different quantities at t = 1. The best
price offered to the type j must equal Sj or else some investor will offer a higher
price and get all of the equity. Similarly, at t = 2 the best price offered to a type
j must equal Sj + Zi or an investor can profitably offer a higher price and get all
of the equity. Q.E.D.
There cannot be pooling in both periods of a Pareto-optimal equilibrium. If
there were pooling in both periods, both types would be strictly better off selling
gi + 92 in the first period instead. If both types sell an amount qi in the first
period, the largest quantity that the type H could sell in period 2 without being
mimicked will be denoted Q{qx). (This is also a function of the realization of Zi,
but we will suppress that argument.) The next lemma demonstrates that there is
a separating equilibrium in the second period in which the type H does sell Q(q\).
LEMMA 2: // both types sell a quantity q^ at t = 1, there is an equilibrium in the
second period in which the type L sells 1 - q^, while the type H sells Qiqi), 0 <
Q((?i) < 1 - Ql.
Proof: The first step is to show that for a given qi there is a maximum value
of 2^ such that the type L would not mimic if the type H sold 92 in the second
period. If the type L separates at t = 2, the price that is paid is SL + Zi. Since the
entrepreneur is risk averse, the type L will sell the entire quantity 1 - qi upon
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separation. If the type L were to deviate and mimic the type Hatt = 2,he or she
would receive the price SH + 2i for the quantity 172 and would be left holding a
quantity 1 — qi — (?2. The type L is just indifferent to mimicking at t = 2 ii
Uipq, + ist + 2i)(l - (7i))
= EUipqi + {SH + 21)92 + (SL -1-21-1- 22)(1 - qi- 92))- (4)
Define F{q) = EU{pqi + {SH + Zi) q -\- (SL + Zi + 22) (1 - (7i - q)). F(-) is a
continuous and strictly increasing function for 0 < q < 1 — QI. Moreover, F(0) is
strictly less than the left-hand side of (4), whereas F (1 — qi) is strictly greater.
Thus, there is a unique value of q^ that solves (4), and we write Q(-) as the
function that solves (4) for every quantity of first-period sales.
The final step in the proof is to show that there can be separation at t = 2 in
an equilibrium. Let the beliefs be 7r(qi, 92) = (1, 0) if 172 ^ QiQi), and let Tr(qi, Q'2)
= (0, 1) for 92 > Qiqi). Lemma 1 shows that the best price offered to a type ;
must equal Sj -I- 21. It is optimal for the type H to sell exactly Q(gi) and for the
type L to sell 1 - qi. Q.E.D.
The previous two lemmas are independent of the amount of uncertainty that
is resolved before t = 2. The outcome that occurs in the first trading period will
depend on the cost of waiting to sell, which in turn depends directly on the
amount of demand-side uncertainty. The following condition is satisfied when
there is a large amount of uncertainty present:
> EU{SH + zi). (5)
The size of the offerings that the type H makes when there is separation at i =
1 can now be characterized.
LEMMA 3: Suppose that (5) is satisfied. The type H sells Hi = q" and H2 = I - (f
in a separating equilibrium, where (f is the unique solution to U(SL) = EU{sn -\-
2i(l - (?0).
Proof: If the two types sell different quantities at t = 1, the type L will be
offered the price pi = s/,. The optimal sale in this case is Li = 1 since the
entrepreneur is risk averse. If the type L were to imitate, he or she would sell Hi
at the price SH and then would sell 1 — i/i at t = 2 for the price SH + Zi. The type
L will not have an incentive to mimic if
U(SL) > EU(SH + i:(l - ifi)). (6)
The right-hand side of (6) is a continuous and increasing function of Hi for Hi
< 1. When Hi = 0, the right-hand side is smaller, by (5). When Hi = 1, the right-
hand side is larger. Thus, the type H can separate at i = 1 by selling Hi < q\
However, if if 1 < q\ the type H would be better off mimicking the type L and
selling Hi = 1 for a price sz,. Hence, q^ is the unique quantity that the type H
sells in period 1 in a separating equilibrium, and 1 — g* is sold at t = 2. Q.E.D.
The optimal quantity for the type H to sell in the first period of a (pure-
strategy) pooling equilibrium is defined by
q"" = aigmax^EUipq -I- (SH + Zi)Q{q) + {SH + Zi + 22)(1 - q- Q{q))). (7)
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The last lemma in this section demonstrates that both types strictly prefer to
pool and sell q'' att=l when the expected project value is high. Note that a high
expected value corresponds to a large prior probability that the project has a high
value.
LEMMA 4: There is a minimum price p, SL< p < SH, such that both types strictly
prefer to pool and sell (fatt= 1, rather than separate, when p> p.
Proof: Pooling is strictly preferred by the type L if
Empq" -H {SL + 2i)(l - q")) > C/(sJ. (8)
Suppose that p = SH- In this case q^ = 1. Since q^  is a continuous function of p,
the left-hand side of (8) is also a continuous function of p. Thus, there is an
interval ofthe form (p, SH] such that (8) is satisfied forp > p . In particular, there
is a minimum price p < SH such that (8) is satisfied when the pooling price p >
p. This condition on p means that the project is very likely to have a high value.
That is, o}H>(p- SI}/(SH - SL).
It is also clear that p exceeds SL. li p = SL + e, then q^ < 1. It follows that
EUipq^ -H {SL + Zi) (1 - q^)) < EU{SL + e + Zi {I - (f)) < U{SL), for small e.
Hence, the type L would optimally choose to separate and sell Li = 1 if p =
Si + e.
If the type L prefers to pool when p> p, then so must the type H. Pooling at
t = 1 gives the type H expected utility:
EUipq'' + (SH + Zi)Q{q^) -H {SH + Z^ + Z2)(l - (f - Q{cf)))
^ -h (Si + ii)(l - qO) > Uis^), (9)
by (4) and (8). However the type H receives expected utility of [/(SL) in a
separating equilibrium. Thus, there exists a minimum price p such that both
types strictly prefer to pool optimally, rather than separate, when p>p. Q.E.D.
The preceding lemmas have laid the groundwork for the theorem concerning
the form of the (pure-strategy) equilibria when both project types have a positive
net present value and the level of uncertainty is high.
THEOREM 1: When (5) is satisfied, there exists a unique separating equilibrium,
with Hi = (f and Li = 1. However, if p > p, there is a pooling equilibrium that
both types strictly prefer.
Proof: Lemma 3 has shown what quantities can be sold in a separating
equilibrium. It remains to be shown that such an equilibrium actually exists. Let
beliefs be iriqi) = n{qi, 92) = (1, 0) iiqi<(f and ir{qi) = v^qi, q^) = (0, 1) if qi >
cf. By Lemma 1, some investor will offer a price equal to the investors' estimate
of expected value. It is then optimal for the type H to separate by selling (fatt
= 1 and 1 - (f at t = 2. Likewise, it is optimal for the type L to sell Li = 1. Thus,
a unique separating equilibrium exists.
Lemma 4 indicates that, if p > p, both types strictly prefer to sell Li = Hi =
(f for the price p. We also know from Lemma 2 that the optimal separating
equilibrium at t = 2 has L^^l- (f and if2 = Q{(f)-
Let beliefs be ir{qi) = 7r(gi, 92) = (0, 1) if Qi > q'', and let iri.qi) = (WH, COJ if qi
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< q^. Also, let ir(g'i, 92) = (1, 0) if q^ < q^ and 2^ ^ Q(O; otherwise, ir(qu 92) =
(0, 1). Given these beliefs and the prices implied by Lemma 1, it is optimal for
the two types to pool and sell q'' at t = 1 and then to separate at t = 2. Thus,
there is a pooling equilibrium that both types strictly prefer when p>p. Q.E.D.
So far it has been shown that, when there is a large amount of uncertainty, a
separating equilibrium does exist. However, if the expected project value is
sufficiently high, there is a pooling equilibrium that is strictly preferred by both
types. This next theorem shows that, for all values of p, there is also a mixed-
strategy pooling equilibrium that Pareto-dominates the separating equilibrium.
The type L is indifferent between pooling and separating at t = 1 in this case,
and therefore randomizes between these options. However, the type H strictly
prefers to pool at t = 1.
THEOREM 2: When (5) is satisfied, there exists a mixed-strategy pooling equilibrium
that Pareto-dominates the separating equilibrium.
Proof: Define p(a) to be the pooling price when the type L pools with probability
a:
p{a) = (UHSH + aaj£,Si)/(wH -I- atoj. (10)
The same argument used in Lemma 1 indicates that this is the best price that
would be offered if the type L were to pool with probability a. Note thatp < p{a)
< SH, and higher values of a correspond to lower values of p(a).
Consider trades at t = 1 such that the type L is indifferent to pooling at f = 1
and then separating at t = 2:
EU{p{a)qM + {SL + 2i)(l - q(a))) = U{SL). (11)
Now suppose that the type H were to sell a quantity q{a) for the price p(a) at t
= 1. The type H would not be mimicked in the following period if he or she sold
a quantity 2^ such that
U{p{a)q{a) -h (sz. + 2i)(l - q(a)))
< EU(p{a)q(a) -I- (SH -I- 21)92 + {SL + 2I -I- 22)(1 - q{a) - 92)). (12)
Define Hiq) = Emp{a)q(a) + {SH + Z^) q + {SL + Zi-\- 22) (1 - q{a) - q)). if(.)
is a continuous and strictly increasing function for 0 < q < 1 — q{a). Moreover,
H{0) is strictly less than the left-hand side of (12), whereas H{1 - q(a)) is strictly
greater. Thus, there is a unique value of 92 that solves (12) with equality. We
write Q{-) as the function that solves (12) for every value of a.
For any value of a, the ex ante expected utility of the high type is given by
EU{p(a)q(a) -I- (SH + Zi)Q(a) + {SH + Zy + 22)(1 - q(a) - Q{a))). (13)
There is an optimal value of a, say a*, that maximizes (13). For every a E (0, 1),
(13) is greater than the right-hand side of (12), and thus it exceeds U{SL). The
type H will therefore be strictly better off in the mixed-strategy pooling equilib-
rium with a = a* than in the separating equilibrium. Q.E.D.
The analysis for the case when the demand-side uncertainty is small follows
the analysis just presented and will not be reproduced. The important difference
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in outcomes is that, when (5) does not hold, there will never be a separating
equilibrium. This can be shown quite easily. If there were separation at t = 1,
the type H would sell all equity by the second period. This would result in
expected utility:
EUisH - K l - ifi)2i) > U{SL). (14)
The type L would then have a positive incentive to mimic the type H at t = 1
rather than separate. Thus, only pooling equilibria exist when the cost of waiting
is small.
The analysis to this point has dealt with a situation in which both types of
projects have a positive net present value. If the low-value project has a negative
net present value, it will still be undertaken with positive probability. If not, the
type H could set Hi = 1 and receive SH. However, it would then be worthwhile to
undertake the type L project after all. Thus, there can only be a mixed-strategy
pooling equilibrium here. In equilibrium, the windfall that the type L entrepreneur
receives from pooling in the first period is just large enough to balance the fact
that the project itself is a losing proposition.
III. Summary
This paper has developed a model in which equity could be sold twice, and it was
equally costly for the two types to wait to sell. The pooling equilibria dominated
the sequential equilibrium when the latter existed. More generally, the value of
an insider's commitment not to sell is dependent on both the absolute and
relative costs of waiting.
An important question is whether an entrepreneur would want to make a
commitment not to sell beyond that imposed by Rule 144 of the Security Act of
1933. Such a commitment can be modeled by letting the type H choose the
distribution of 2i and 22. Since the separating equilibrium is dominated by the
pooling equilibria, whatever the degree of uncertainty present, such a commit-
ment is not an effective signal by itself.
The type H can only differentiate himself or herself by using a signal that
imposes different costs on the two types. Burning money would impose symmetric
costs in the current model. Indeed, when signals that impose only slightly
different costs are used, it can still be the case that only pooling equilibria exist.
Suppose that a cash flow accrues between periods, with a high-value project
receiving a higher cash flow. For example, suppose that as accrues to the firm
after t = 1 and that (1 - a) (s -I- Zi -I- 22) is returned at liquidation. There must
be pooling whenever the type L prefers as^ -I- (1 — a) (SH + z^) to S/,. It follows
that, for a given value of a, only pooling equilibria exist when the level of
uncertainty is small. At the same time, the type H might prefer to commit not
to sell for some length of time in this case since the cost of waiting is different
for the two types now.
Even when there is some probability that the type L will be detected between
periods, pooling must still occur when the level of uncertainty is low. Suppose
that there is a probability 5 that the type L entrepreneur will be detected between
t = 1 and t = 2. There must be pooling if the type L prefers a probability 5 of
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receiving asL + (1 — a) {SL + Zi) = SL + {I — oi)zi, and a probability 1 — 5 of
getting aSL + {1 — a) {SH + Z\), to receiving si for certain. Taking the values of a
and 8 as given, the type L will prefer to imitate if the amount of uncertainty
is sufficiently small. The problems raised here are pervasive to multiperiod
signalling.
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